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Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts.

What is an Expert Witness MEP for?
If buildings or technology don‘t work, buildings are just a shell.

What do Experts MEP see on photos?
Specialized in interfaces, errors become apparent. A few examp-
les from left to right: Technical fire protection, hindered sprinkler 
head, building structure spacing, vibration transmission.

„We cannot solve
our problems with the same
thinking we used when we

created them.“
 (Albert Einstein)

>>

>>

 Expert Witness MEP are
 more than just a report

„Our photos say more than a 
thousand words could.“

Technical  Sprinkler head Vibration-  Building structure
Fire protection Hindering  Transmission  Protection

Do Experts MEP assist for damage or defects? 
Expert opinions take care with fault analysis, acceptance tests, 
preservation of evidence or fire damage determination for building 
owners or insurance. Hygiene receives preventive care or acute 
advice, in the event of bacterial, chemical or virus contamination in 
AHU, air conditioning and drinking water systems.



Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts. Zebtec™ - Die TGA Experten.

What do Experts MEP provide additional? 
His appraisal variants also offer arguments about the value of real 
estate when buying, selling or renting. Actionable decision support 
for repair costs, new investments or energy consumption. This is 
advice to builders during construction to reach the goals.

>>

>>

Where may I see more about 
the Expert MEP?
Here you go - prepared for you.
Click the clapperboard or scan 
the code.

How can I order an Expert?
Here with us. Click the shopping 
cart or scan the code.

 “Our professional report helps 
with facts. Suspicious opinion 

doesn‘t help anyone. „

Film?

Order?

https://youtu.be/ZOYytv2je60
https://zebtec.co.za/en/mep-expert/


zebtec.co.za

Zebtec ™ supports you
Operators, engineers, investors and builders inter-
nationally.

We are
Certified expert and appraiser TGA. Partner in 
construction, maintenance and hygiene of techni-
cal building equipment.

Abbreviations explained

MEP Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing
AHU Air Handling Units

Goal oriented. Factual. Sympathetic.

Shopping trolleys helps per click to reserve or order.

QR-codes finds contact via tablet or smartphone,
as well as film or informations.

Clapperboards find short films per click.

Milestones guide the way.

Zebtec Foundation
Fountainstr. 7
6529 George   
South Africa

zebtec.co.za

Europe & Germany:
Essen 
Cologne   
Frankfurt/Main

 Karlsruhe

zebtec.eu       zebtec.de
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